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Lexical-Grammar Test
Write the verbs in brackets in the correct form

1. Caffau ____ for extremely metal-poor stars for the past ten years. (to search)

2. Rumbidzayi ____ with the Prevention Team. (to work)

3. So while other kids ____ sitcoms and cartoons, I was watching very esoteric 
documentaries made by and about women. (to watch)

4. I come here and imagine that this is the spot where everything I've lost since my 
childhood ____ up. (to wash)

5. He told me about the accident as if he ____ it with his own eyes. (to see)

6. Guatemala ____ adjusting its domestic legislation to the international norms on the 
protection of fundamental rights which it has ratified. (not to finish)

7. Workers ____ letters of a big inscription of the floor of Paul-Loebe-Haus. (to clean)

8. The bookstore confirms that Stryker ____ his opus between 7:00 and 10:00 P.M. (to 
sign)

9. So, I ____ the role of Rachel. (to play)

10. He told a newspaper reporter: Three more days of prospecting ____ me. (to finish)

11. Captain, S.S.E.S. reports that the keyhole satellite ____ over our whiskey in 50 
seconds. (to fly)

12. You and King Henry ____ for days. (to talk)

13. Thank goodness that we have cleaned the whole ship, if not we ____ alive. (to eat)

14. I understand he had a fake I.D., that he ____. (to drink)

15. So, it doesn't so much matter what department she ____ in, just take her out of 
standing at the counter. (to work)

16. Look, my band ____ to kids. (not to play)

17. Everyone has someone he ____ with. (not to speak)

18. By that time, Pan Am ____ TWA and painted all those magnificent Connies blue 
and white. (to buy)

19. I promise, I ____ a way for you to see him. (to find)

20. It was always our intention to dial out in case this ____. (not to work)
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Answers to the lexical-grammar test

1. had been searching

2. will be working

3. were watching

4. has washed

5. had seen

6. has not finished

7. are cleaning

8. was signing

9. will be playing

10. would have finished

11. will be flying

12. have been talking

13. would be eaten

14. was drinking

15. would be working

16. doesn't play

17. doesn't speak

18. will have bought

19. will find

20. didn't work
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